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Lenses and vision: From Glass to telescope

General description
The objectives of this project were to develop an interdisciplinary thematic unit plan on Lenses and Telescopes. At our school, Escola Profissional de Almada, we applied the traditional methodology in 2 control classes (one
class from Automotive Mechanics and another from IT) and Inquiry-Based Learning (IBL) methodology with 2 main classes (from the same study subjects).
With the traditional methodology (teacher centredd), the teacher used PowerPoints. In the classes with IBL methodology, students were left by themselves to explore the given Inquiry Learning Scenario. The 4 classes were 
formed by students with many personal and social problems, which reflected on their learning problems.

Learning objectives
üTo learn about Lenses; 
üTo learn about Telescopes;
üTo learn about Galileu’s and Kepler’s Telescopes;
üTo learn about Real and Virtual images;
üTo investigate lenses properties;
üTo build Galileu’s and Kepler’s Telescopes.

Method
The IBL lesson was created using Museo Galileo images and 
simulations, lenses and RGB kits from Eyest Photonics Explorer, 
and Graasp (Go-Lab) envirornment for the Inquiry Learning 
Scenario (ILS). The traditional class Powerpoint was created with 
images found on the internet and books.

The questionnaires were administered in two moments: before and 
after the thematic unit was carried out, in all four classes involved. 
The final verification questionnaire will assess the abilities and 
skills acquired by the students and will reflect the degree of 
learning achieved, as a result of IBL lessons.

In traditional classes, teacher centered, the teacher used a regular 
Powerpoint shared by teachers from other schools.
In IBL classes, students worked by themselves with no help from 
the teacher, usind the given ILS, “Thru the eyes of Galileo”, using 
Graasp
(http://www.golabz.eu/spaces/thru-eyes-galileo ) and the Eyest 
Photonics Explorer materials. 

IBL Lesson: 

Powerpoint from the control classes:

Results and Conclusions
Despite working alone, the IBL classes have shown better results. The IBL students also asked the teacher for more classes, because they “can see and 
explore” the concepts by themselves.
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